










The train station appears to be ‘dying’ I felt it
needed to be rejuvenated, to become
something more than just a train station. With
this in mind my main aim was to reinvent the
train station as not just somewhere for trains
and people to pass by but more a destination to
visit and stay.

To create a place for people to visit, with the
main attraction being the addition of an
adventure centre with an obstacle course and
bar area

The intent is to completely retrofit the existing
building, to give it a new ‘face’ and reconfigure
the internal spaces to make them more user
friendly

To put in place an environmental strategy, the
intention is to have a rain water harvesting
system along with solar panels and green roof
areas.









proposed front elevation

proposed side elevation



proposed front elevation

proposed back view



“A 'strategy' is defined as a long term approach, based on a
shared vision, to achieve defined outcomes”.( A Guide to
Developing a Sustainability Strategy and Action Plan)
Sustainable strategies can take many guises. While to most
sustainable means using sustainable materials and trying to be
‘green’ sustainability can take many different forms . There are of
course the obvious strategies that need to be looked at in
relation to the environment/ energy consumption however true
sustainability is achieved by the implementation of strategies
throughout the life of the building/project.

The use of where possible recycled or at least local
products/materials/contractors.
The installation of low energy LED lighting fixtures throughout the
building with lux and PIR sensors to prevent the lights from being
on when their is no need. The lux sensors override the switch if it
is deemed bright enough and the PIR sensors preventing lights
being on when no one is present.

The building should be self sufficient, as much as possible in
relation to energy consumption but totally in terms of ‘paying for
itself’. The incorporation/design of a multi faceted building, one
which houses, shops,hermitages,offices,restaurants and cafes as
well as retaining its function as a transport hub should ensure
that the building remains useful at all times of day.
An office building finds it hard to pay for itself as it is usually
empty at night time. A building with bars, restaurants and
accommodation remains in use, earning money and protected at
all times of day. That in itself is sustainable.
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ground floor plan



first floor plan



second floor plan



second floor plan(including adventure platform)
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10.2 final design
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